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The velocity and angular distributions of CO2 produced by CO oxidation on Rh~111! have been
measured as a function of surface temperature and oxygen coverage. Both the velocity and angular
distributions are bimodal. The velocities of one component are well fit by a Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution at the surface temperature, and the angular distribution of its intensity is cosine. The
second component is non-Boltzmann, and the angular distribution is sharply peaked toward normal.
The average energy of this feature is a very strong function of the surface temperature, increasing
with a slope of 8.7kb , wherekb is the Boltzmann constant, between 475 K and 700 K. Surprisal
analysis proves useful in condensing and interpreting these data. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy disposal into the final gas phase products
a surface reaction is largely determined by the part of th
potential energy surface which governs the last step of t
reaction. If the product is trapped on the surface after it
formed and the final step is the desorption of the physisorb
molecule, the velocity and internal state distributions will b
close to Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at the surfac
temperature and the angular distribution will be cosine. If th
products desorb without first accommodating on the surfac
the velocity, angular, and internal state distributions ma
yield information about the potential energy surface closer
the transition state between adsorbed reactants and produ

The dynamics of CO oxidation on transition metal sur
faces is of interest both from a fundamental and a practic
point of view. CO2 formation serves as a model recombina
tion reaction with a large barrier and substantial exothermi
ity, and transition metals are used to catalyze this reaction
practical applications, e.g., automotive catalytic converter
It is also one of the most thoroughly studied surface rea
tions. The kinetics of CO oxidation have been studied o
many different surfaces under a wide variety of conditions.1,2

The dynamics of the reaction have also been examined, p
marily on Pt, Rh, and Pd surfaces.

CO oxidation is known to produce angular distribution
more sharply peaked than cosine on Pt~111! ~Refs. 3–5! and
Rh~111!;6,7 on Pd~111! the CO2 desorbs in a nearly cosine
distribution.8 Velocity distributions have been measured fo
both Pt~Refs. 9–12! and Rh~Ref. 7! surfaces at high tem-
peratures, and on Pt~111!,13 Pd~110!,14 and Pt~110! ~132!
~Refs. 14, 15! during temperature programmed reactions. A
show translational energies greater than expected for m
ecules which have accommodated at the surface temperat
The vibrational and rotational energy distributions of produc
CO2 have been measured for polycrystalline Pt,16–22 Rh,21

and Pd.18,21,22On all three surfaces, vibrational and rotationa
temperatures are greater than the surface temperature.

For the particular case of CO oxidation on Rh~111!, at
surface temperatures in the range 700–1000 K, Brown a
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Sibener7 measured kinetic energies of CO2 desorbing at nor-
mal of about 8.5 kcal/mol~370 meV!. The translational en-
ergy was found to decrease rapidly with increasing deso
tion angle. Coulston and Haller21 measured the IR
chemiluminescence spectra of CO2 produced by CO oxida-
tion on Pd, Pt, and Rh foils. On Rh at 584 K, they repo
vibrational temperatures of about 1250 K for the antisym
metric and symmetric stretching modes and the bend
modes. The rotational temperature measured was 730 K, a
substantially greater than the surface temperature. Th
studies of CO oxidation on Rh indicate that there is a barr
to the reaction, and that much of the energy is released w
the CO2 molecule instead of into surface modes. The hig
vibrational temperatures suggest that the carbon oxyg
bonds in the transition state are longer than in the CO2 mol-
ecule, and that the transition state is bent.

The impetus for the current work was to measure t
CO2 velocity distributions under steady state condition
known oxygen coverages, and over a broad temperat
range. Most earlier studies7,9–12measured the CO2 time-of-
flight ~TOF! by chopping the incoming CO beam, so it wa
not possible to separate the residence time of the CO fr
the time of flight of the product CO2. The residence time of
the CO is substantial~.2ms! below 800 K, so this method is
limited to very high temperatures. In addition, chopping th
incoming beam causes the oxygen and CO coverages
change during the measurement. More recently, TOF spe
measured by chopping the product flux during temperatu
programmed reactions have been reported.13–15 This tech-
nique is able to access very high coverages of the reacta
but the measurements must be made under conditions
changing reactant coverages and surface temperature. Als
is difficult to access the same reactant coverages at differ
surface temperatures. In this work, we measure the C2
time-of-flight distributions by chopping the product flux afte
the crystal; thus the measurement is decoupled from the
residence time, allowing measurements even at low surf
temperatures. We use continuous beams of O2 and CO, and
therefore have constant coverages of the reactants on
surface. We are also able to measure the oxygen cover
6677/6677/14/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsto¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6678 Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
and verify that our measurements at different temperatu
are performed with the same surface oxygen coverage. T
we are able to measure the product velocity distributions
function of oxygen coverage and surface temperature.

II. EXPERIMENT

These experiments were performed in a molecular be
scattering machine which has been described previously23,24

Only the modifications made for these experiments will
described in detail here. The UHV scattering chamber
pumped by a 400l /s ion pump and a TSP and contains t
three axis crystal manipulator and independently rotata
differentially pumped quadrupole mass spectrometer de
tor. Continuous beams of CO and oxygen are produced
supersonic expansion in the source chamber. The beam
in a plane perpendicular to the scattering plane, one in
scattering plane~the center beam! which can be chopped
before the crystal, and the other inclined by 15°. The be
spots overlap at the crystal and are about 5 mm in diame
The intensity of the beams, estimated from measuremen
Ar beams in ion gauge fluxmeters, is about 1013–1014/s, or
about 0.1–1 ML/s. The crystal may be moved out of the p
of the center beam and the detector rotated to measure
velocity distribution of the incident beam directly.

A doubly-differentially pumped postcrystal chopper w
added for these experiments. An ion pumped housing c
taining the motor~an ac hysteresis motor with high temper
ture windings! a small light bulb and photodiode is bolted
the detector and rotates with it. A small slotted disk on o
end of the motor shaft interrupts the light from the bu
which is detected by the photodiode to create the trig
signal. The other end of the motor shaft extends throug
second ion pumped region into the scattering chamber, w
the cross-correlation chopper is keyed to it. The chopper
terrupts the product flux from the crystal 10.5 cm from t
ionizer of the mass spectrometer. A schematic of the exp
mental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

The ion flight time was determined by measuring t
TOF spectra of fully expanded beams of He, Ne, and
using the source chopper, for which the chopper–ionizer
tance was known. The distance from the postcrystal chop
to the ionizer and the time delay between the trigger pu
and the start of the cross-correlation pattern was determ
by measuring time of flight spectra of the same molecu
beam with both the postcrystal chopper and the source c
per. Both the slotted disk which creates the trigger signal
the cross correlation chopper are keyed to the motor shaf
that their relative position is fixed. However, the trigger d
lay is a function of the chopper frequency and the curr
supplied to the light bulb, so this delay was measured e
day by comparing TOF spectra of a direct beam measu
with the source chopper and with the postcrystal choppe

The TOF spectra were measured using standard cr
correlation time-of-flight techniques. The wheel pattern i
pseudorandom sequence of 511 slots and holes derived in
group.25 The chopper motor was controlled by a sine wa
from a digital signal generator which was amplified by
audio amplifier. A 20 MHz clock provided the time base f
both the signal generator and the custom CAMAC electr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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ics which controlled two Ortec ACE-MCS boards counting
alternate chopper cycles; two MCS boards were used
eliminate counting dead time between cycles. The chopp
frequency used in all of these experiments was 195.69 H
producing a channel time of 10ms.

The measured TOF spectrum is a convolution of the ga
function of the chopper~the chopper pattern convolved with
the detector aperture! and the ionizer broadening~the mol-
ecules may be ionized anywhere along the finite length of th
ionizer!. The gate function was measured directly by detec
ing light passing through the chopper and detector apertu
with a photomultiplier. The ionizer broadening is modeled b
convolving the velocity distribution with a square. The elec
tron impact ionizer detects the density of molecules, so th
signal must be weighted by the ionization probability, which
is inversely proportional to the velocity. The TOF spectra ar
fit by first subtracting out the ion flight time and the trigger
delay, deconvolving the measured spectrum from the ga
function ~by convolving with the inverse of the measured
gate function!, and fitting the result to

f ~ t !5S 1t2D S t

chopper–ionizer distanceD
3@ f ~v !#* ~ionizer broadening!. ~1!

The factor of~1/t2! is the Jacobian for changing variables
from velocity to time. The fitting program used is a least
squares routine based onMRQMIN from Numerical Recipes.26

The functional forms chosen forf (v) will be discussed in
detail later. All of the intensities in this paper come from
integration of velocity distributions from these fits, and so
are flux corrected.

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental setup. Time-of-flight spectra may b
measured either by chopping the beam with the source chopper before
crystal, or by chopping the product flux after the crystal with the postcrysta
cross-correlation chopper.
No. 15, 15 October 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6679Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
The angular acceptance of the detector is about 1 d
With the beams incident on the crystal at 45° and the de
tor at normal, the beam spot completely fills the detec
aperture. The size of the spot seen by the detector varie
@1/cos~uf!#, whereuf is the angle measured with respect
the surface normal. At large angles, the beam spot is
longer larger than the detector spot. The intensities as a f
tion of angle were corrected by calculating the fraction of
detector view filled by the beam from the known geome
of the apparatus, and this correction was checked by mea
ing the angular distribution of water desorbing from wa
multilayers, which is assumed to be cosine distributed.

The Rh~111! sample~Cornell Materials Preparation Lab!
was cut and polished to within 1° of the~111! face and
checked by x-ray Laue back reflection. The primary conta
nants were S, B, and C. S and B were removed by cycle
Ar1 sputtering~10 mA, 900 K! followed by annealing at
1300 K. C was removed daily by exposing the crystal
oxygen at 900 K and annealing at 1300 K. Oxygen absor
into the bulk of the sample was removed by annealing
crystal at 1300 K for 3 min between measurements. Clea
ness was checked by Auger, and surface flatness by H
flectivity.

In these experiments, the reactants were supplied to
surface using continuous beams of carbon monoxide
oxygen with an incident angle of 45°. The steady state c
erage of oxygen was controlled by adjusting the intensity
the two beams at a given temperature. The oxygen cove
was measured by titration—after establishing a steady-s
coverage with both beams on, the O2 beam was flagged of
while monitoring the CO2 signal. The integrated signal wa
compared with that from titrating off a saturated~0.5 ML!
oxygen overlayer.27 The CO coverage is unknown; som
must be adsorbed since CO oxidation occurs via
Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism on this surface,6 but it
desorbs readily at these temperatures.28,29Oxygen dissociates
completely at these temperatures, and may form an ord
overlayer atuO5oxygen coverage;0.25 ML below 500
K,30–32but it is not known if there is any ordering in mixe
CO–O overlayers.

Counting times for spectra at desorption angles near z
degrees were 15 min~;23105 shots!. The TOF spectra a
larger desorption angles required longer counting times~30
min–1 h!. The crystal was always annealed after every
min of data collection to remove absorbed oxygen from
bulk.

III. RESULTS

Time-of-flight distributions of the CO2 product were
measured as a function of desorption angle for surface t
peratures from 475 K to 1000 K and oxygen coverages fr
0.1 to 0.33 ML. For Rh~111! in this temperature range, th
saturation coverage of oxygen is 0.5 ML. Some typical d
for 475 K anduO;0.1 ML are shown in Fig. 2. At angles fa
from normal ~uf.60! the distributions are well fit by
Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at the surface tempe
ture,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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f ~v !5Nv3 expS 2mv2

2kbTs
D , ~2!

wherem is the mass of the desorbing molecule,Ts is the
surface temperature,kb is the Boltzmann constant, andN is a
normalization factor. At angles nearer normal, the TOF
could be fit only by a product of a shifted Boltzmann an
low order Hermite polynomials,

f ~v !5NF11(
i53

9

niHi~v !Gv3 expF2S v2v0
a D 2G . ~3!

Fitting the TOF spectra to this form offers no physical in
sight, but it does adequately model the data and provide
convenient way to integrate the spectra to calculate total
tensity, average energy, and speed ratio. The speed ratio,
quently used to characterize the width of a velocity distribu
tion, is the ratio of the standard deviation of the measure
distribution and the standard deviation of a Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution with the same average energy,

SR5AS 2^E&
m^v&2D21

S 329p D21

. ~4!

The average energy and speed ratio are plotted as a func
of desorption angle in Fig. 3. The average energy dro
sharply as a function of angle, approaching the Maxwellia
value of 2kbTs at large angles. The speed ratio, curiously,
greater than 1 at most angles, and peaks nearuf530°. The
angular distribution is shown in Fig. 4, and is best fit by th
bimodal form,

f ~u f !5a cosn~u f !1~12a!cos~u f ! ~5!

with n;9 anda;0.7. Brown and Sibener6 measuredn;12
anda;0.65 atTs5550 K; the difference is probably due to
a difference in oxygen coverage. Results are similar at oth
temperatures.n is independent of temperature, whilea in-
creases with increasing surface temperature.

The bimodal form of the angular distribution and the od
behavior of the speed ratio suggest that the TOF distributio
are actually the sum of two distributions; one a Maxwell
Boltzmann atTs which has a cosine angular distribution an
dominates at largeuf , and the other a higher energy compo
nent which is sharply peaked at normal, with a cos9(u f) an-
gular distribution. The functional form of the velocity distri-
bution suggested by this hypothesis is

f ~v !5N1v
3 expF2S v2v0

a D 2G
1N2~u f575!

cos~u f !

cos~75!
v3 expS 2mv2

2kbTs
D , ~6!

whereN2~uf575! is the scaling factor of the velocity distri-
bution at a desorption angle of 75°. We have scaled the
tensity of the thermal distribution assuming that its angul
distribution is cosine. The velocity distribution of the high
energy portion is well fit by a simple shifted Boltzmann, an
the fit is not improved by the addition of Hermite polynomi
No. 15, 15 October 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



Eq.
FIG. 2. TOF spectra atTs5475 K,uO;0.1 ML and different desorption angles, deconvolved from the gate function. The solid lines are fit to the form in
~3!. The dashed curves depict Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at the surface temperature.
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als.N1, a, andv0 are still functions ofuf . TOF distributions
at Ts5500 K anduO;0.1 ML are shown along with fits to
Eq. ~6! in Fig. 5.

The fraction of the thermally distributed product can b
calculated by integrating over the two angular distribution
The results, as a function ofTs and oxygen coverage, are
shown in Fig. 6. AtuO;0.1 ML, the thermal fraction clearly
decreases with increasingTs . The results at higher coverage
are also shown, but the signal levels are too small to det
mine the relative intensities accurately, and no clear tre
can be seen.

We concentrate now on the behavior of the high ener
part of the velocity distributions. Its average energy as
function of desorption angle is shown in Fig. 7; it decreas
slowly with increasing desorption angle. The speed ratio i
creases with desorption angle. The average energy at nor
for the high energy peak is shown as a function of oxyg
coverage in Fig. 8; the energy increases slowly with increa
ing oxygen coverage. The speed ratio decreases at hig
oxygen coverages.

The most striking result, however, is the temperature d
pendence of the energy of the high energy peak, which
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subject
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plotted foruO;0.1 ML anduf50° in Fig. 9. Remarkably, for
Ts,700 K, the average energy increases at a rate of 8.7kb ,
four-times the increase expected for molecules which are a
commodating at the surface temperature. Even if we take t
average energy over the whole velocity distribution, instea
of just the high energy component, the average energy
creases at a rate of;9kb . The unexpectedly strong depen
dence of the energy on the surface temperature is not dep
dent on the bimodal analysis of the data.

Above 700 K, the slope decreases. At higherTs we only
have average energies of the whole TOF spectrum beca
the intensities are too small to get a reliable measurement
the intensity of the thermally distributed CO2. The fraction
of thermally distributed product decreases with increasin
temperature, so the error introduced in the average energ
probably,10%. The slope of̂E& vs Ts is substantial even
for Ts.700 K, which disagrees with earlier results for this
system7 which reported no temperature dependence of t
velocity distributions. These earlier measurements we
made at constant beam intensity instead of at constant c
erage. Approximating those conditions, we could reprodu
their measurements, and found that the oxygen coverage
No. 15, 15 October 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6681Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
function of temperature~the oxygen coverage is smaller
higher temperatures because oxygen absorbs into the
more quickly!. The difference in oxygen coverage accoun
for the difference between the current results and Ref. 7

The behavior of the average energy is similar at hig
oxygen coverages, as seen in Fig. 10, and the slope
increases foruf ;0.3 ML. We also looked at the CO1NO
reaction at oxygen coverages of;0.1, and found velocity
distributions identical to those for CO1O. We looked for
effects of oxygen absorbed into the bulk of the Rh crystal
loading the bulk with oxygen by dosing with an oxyge
beam for 15 min before the measurement and obtained
sults very similar to those for the clean surface.

In order to learn something about physisorbed CO2, we
also measured TOF spectra for He seeded CO2 scattering

FIG. 3. The top panel shows the variation of the average energy as a
tion of desorption angle; the short and long dashed lines indicate 2kbTs at
500 K and 600 K, respectively. The lower panel shows the speed ratio. O
circles,uO;0.1 ML, Ts5500 K; filled circles,uO;0.1 ML, Ts5600 K.

FIG. 4. Angular distribution of CO2 intensity foruO;0.1 ML, Ts5500 K.
The solid line is a fit to Eq.~5! with n5 9.4, a50.73. The dashed line
shows cos~uf! for comparison.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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from the clean Rh~111! surface at the same surface tempera
tures as our CO oxidation measurements. The results a
presented in Fig. 11; the incident angle is 45°, and the ave
age energy of the incident CO2 beam is 430 meV. Atuf50°,
there is a clear trapping-desorption component along with
peak due to directly scattered CO2. The trapping component
is well fit by a Maxwell–Boltzmann velocity distribution at
the surface temperature, and its relative intensity decreas
with increasingTs .

IV. DISCUSSION

A reasonable starting point for the discussion of the dy
namics of a reaction is the basic energetics; how much e
ergy is required for the reaction to occur, or, equivalently
how much energy is released when the products are forme
The disposal of this excess energy is determined by the p
tential energy surface, and gives some clues to the loc
shape of the potential. If little or no energy is released in
translational energy of the product, the product is eithe
trapped on the surface after it is formed, or translational en
ergy plays little or no role in overcoming the barrier to reac-
tion. Efficient transfer of the excess energy into translation i
associated with ‘‘late’’ barriers, that is, a transition state rela
tively far from the surface with the product nearly formed.
‘‘Early’’ barriers close to the surface with the reactants rela
tively far apart are expected to dump more energy into inter
nal states of the molecule.

CO2 formed by CO oxidation on Rh~111! has consider-
able excess energy, which, in the simplest one dimension
picture, may be estimated by~see, for example, Fig. 13 in
Ref. 2!

Etotal52DH reaction2Eadsorption~CO!

2
1

2
Eadsorption~O2!1Eactivation. ~7!

DH reaction, the total enthalpy of the reaction, is267.6 kcal/
mol. The heat of adsorption of CO on Rh~111! has been
measured both by temperature programmed desorption28 and
kinetic measurements;29 in the limit of low CO coverage, it
is 32 kcal/mol. The heat of adsorption of oxygen has als
been measured by both these methods,30,32in the limit of low
coverage it is 56 kcal/mol. The reported value forEactivation,
the activation energy for CO oxidation, is 24.5 kcal/mol.6

Using these values, there is expected to be about 32 kcal/m
~1400 meV! of excess energy available for partitioning
among the surface and product CO2 modes. Since the heats
of adsorption and the activation energy are expected t
change with the coverage of the reactants, the actual valu
may be quite different. Also, these numbers are averages:
there is more than one mechanism for CO2 formation on
Rh~111!, or if the reaction may occur via different paths with
different energetics, they may not be characteristic of an
particular process or feature on the PES. As will be discusse
below, CO oxidation on Rh~111! appears to occur by at least
two mechanisms, and the dynamics seem to be better d
scribed by a distribution of barrier heights rather than a
single one.

unc-

pen
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the
FIG. 5. TOF spectra atTs5500 K, uO;0.1 ML fit to the two peak form in Eq.~6!. For uf > 60, the intensity of the high energy peak is nearly zero, and
TOF spectra are well fit by Maxwell–Boltzmann distributions at 500 K.
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A. Origin of the bimodality

Bimodal velocity distributions have been observed f
CO oxidation on Pt~111! ~Refs. 10–13! and for H2 recombi-
nation on Pd~111!/S.33 For the latter case, Comsaet al. pro-
posed a ‘‘barrier with holes’’ model in which molecule
which passed through the ‘‘hole’’ in the activation barrie
emerged with a cosine angular distribution, while tho
which went over the barrier were focused toward normal a
had energies greater thanTs . For the more relevant case o
CO oxidation on Pt~111!, it was found that the fraction of
thermal CO2 increased with oxygen exposure as the surfa
oxide of Pt was formed.10,11The thermal portion could then
be due either to a greater facility of the oxide for trapping t
CO2 as it is formed, or a different mechanism for CO oxid
tion on the oxidized surface~thus creating a hole in the bar
rier to CO2 formation!. Rh~111! does not form a surface ox
ide, and our TOF distributions did not change with oxyg
exposure, even though oxygen is absorbed into the bulk.
CO2 scattering data show that even CO2 with large amounts
of translational energy may be accommodated at surf
temperatures from 400 K to 600 K, and the physisorbed C2
desorbs with a Maxwellian velocity distribution atTs . CO2
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subject
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formed in the reaction of CO and O on the surface may ha
even more translational energy, and some energy in inter
degrees of freedom as well, but it may be that some geo
etries allow it to be trapped and its translational energy a
commodated before it leaves the surface. The fact that t
fraction of thermal CO2 drops with increasingTs also seems
consistent with a trapping mechanism. Unfortunately, o
data provide no way to distinguish between this possibili
and a second mechanism for the reaction which has no b
rier.

Either way, the fact that some of the CO2 leaves the
surface with no more energy than the surface temperatu
presents an interesting detailed balance question; it impl
that some CO2 should dissociatively adsorb even at very low
translational energies, yet the measured sticking coefficie
of CO2 on Rh~111! is very small. It is possible that the ‘‘ther-
mal’’ CO2 is only accommodated in the translational degre
of freedom, and retains excess energy in other modes~which,
in the reverse reaction, might make CO2 stick even at low
incident energies! but this question can only be answered b
measuring the TOF spectra and internal excitations simul
neously.
No. 15, 15 October 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Coverage dependence

The effect of oxygen coverage on the kinetics of C
oxidation on transition metals is pronounced.1,2 Campbell
et al. found that the activation energy for CO oxidation o
Pt~111! decreases from 24.1 kcal/mol at low oxygen cov

FIG. 6. Fraction of CO2 ~integrated over all desorption angles! desorbing
with thermal velocity distributions as a function of surface temperature.
large scatter for the data at higher oxygen coverages is due to lower sign
those measurements.

FIG. 7. Angular variation of the average energy and speed ratio of the
energy peak. Open circles,uO;0.1 ML, Ts5500 K; filled circles,uO;0.1
ML, Ts5600 K.
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ages to 11.7 kcal/mol at high oxygen coverages.3 Similar
results have been reported on Rh~110!.34 This change is gen-
erally attributed to repulsive interactions between adsorb
oxygen atoms which destabilize the mixed CO–oxygen ove
layer, bringing its energy closer to that of the transition stat
The observed effects on the dynamics of CO oxidation a
generally smaller, except at very high oxygen coverages w
different states of chemisorbed oxygen, particularly chem
sorbed molecular oxygen.13 For CO oxidation on polycrys-
talline Pd, Coulston and Haller measured increases in vib
tional and rotational temperatures of;10%–20% on
increasing the oxygen coverage from 0.34 to 0.4 ML.21 For
CO oxidation on Pt, Mantellet al.18,20 found that the vibra-
tional temperature increased with increasing oxygen cove
age; Brown and Bernasek19 observed the opposite effect, and
a nonmonotonic dependence of the vibrational temperatu
on oxygen coverage has also been reported.22 Our measured
velocity distributions likewise show much less dramati
changes than the kinetics. The fraction of CO2 leaving the
surface with thermal velocities decreases, and the avera
energy of the high energy peak increases by;10%–15%
over an oxygen coverage range of 0.1–0.3 ML. These resu
are in accord with the idea that the coverage dependence

FIG. 9. Average energy of the high energy peak foruO;0.1 ML anduf50°
as a function of surface temperature. Open circles: energy averaged o
high energy component. Filled circles: energy averaged over the whole T
spectrum. Solid line is a linear fit to the data forTs< 700 K giving
^E ~meV!&58.7 kb2139 meV. The dashed line is the expected energy if th
translational temperature is equal toTs .

he
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igh

FIG. 8. Average energy of the high energy peak atuf50° as a function of
oxygen coverage. Open circles,Ts5475 K; filled circles, Ts5525 K;
squares,Ts5600 K.
No. 15, 15 October 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6684 Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
the kinetics arises largely from a destabilization of the CO
oxygen overlayer; this is equivalent to complementa
changes in the heats of adsorption andEactivation in Eq. ~7!
which should not effect the total excess energy in the pro
uct.

C. Angular and temperature dependence of the high-
energy peak

That some of the CO2 should desorb with translationa
energies well above the surface temperature is not at all
expected, this behavior has been seen for CO oxidation
polycrystalline Pt~Ref. 9! and Pt~111! ~Refs. 10–13! and for
hydrogen recombination on Cu,35–37 Pt,38 and Pd~Ref. 39!
surfaces. This behavior has also been observed for CO o
dation on Rh~111!.7 As mentioned earlier, the most interest
ing result is the temperature dependence of the velocity d
tributions, i.e., the fact that the average energy increases
rapidly with surface temperature, and over such a large te
perature range.

Measurements of the temperature dependence of tim
of-flight distributions are relatively rare because they requ
a postcrystal chopper to isolate the measurement of the t
of flight from the temperature dependent residence time
the reactants. For HD formation on Pt~111!, Verheij et al.38

found that the average energy of the desorbing molecu
increases with temperature with a slope of 4kb . For CO oxi-
dation on Pt~111!, Becker10 reports that the average energy o
the product CO2 increases withTs with a slope of about 7kb ,
but, since the measurement was made by chopping the
beam before the crystal, attributes it to the temperature
pendence of the CO residence time. Poelmannet al.11,12have
also studied CO oxidation on Pt~111! and report that the
average energy of the desorbing CO2 increases with a slope
of 2kb , but, again, the measurement was made by chopp
the incoming CO beam, and must be corrected for the re
dence time of the CO. Allerset al.13 have measured velocity
distributions of CO2 formed in steady-state CO oxidation
using a postcrystal chopper, but report the average energ
for only two surface temperatures; these two points give
slope of^E& vs Ts of 5kb . The variation in these results for
CO oxidation on Pt~111! may be due to difficulties in cor-
recting for the CO residence time in the earlier measu

FIG. 10. Average energy of the high energy peak as a function of surfa
temperature foruf50° and oxygen coverages as shown.
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ments, or in differences in reactant coverages. The tempe
ture dependence of the average energy that we have obser
for CO oxidation on Rh~111! is even steeper, with a slope of
8.7kb for uO;0.1 ML anduf50°.

What is expected for the temperature dependence of t
energy of desorbing product molecules? Since the veloci
distributions are actually a complicated function of the mul
tidimensional potential surface, it is difficult to create an ad
equate analytic model. The simplest model, due to va
Willigen,40 assumes a one-dimensional barrier in the direc
tion normal to the surface; only molecules with sufficien
normal energy to overcome the barrier desorb. The predict
velocity distributions are just the high energy tail of a
Maxwell–Boltzmann at the surface temperature. For a ba
rier height,Eb , much greater than 2kbTs , this model predicts
the average energy of molecules desorbing at normal will b

^E&5Eb12kbTs , ~8!

ce

FIG. 11. TOF spectra for CO2 scattered from the clean Rh~111! surface. For
all three spectra,ui545°, uf50°. Fits are to a sum of a shifted Boltzmann
for the directly scattered CO2 and a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution atTs
for trapped CO2.
No. 15, 15 October 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6685Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
which is much weaker than that observed for the curre
system.

Another one-dimensional model proposed by Doyen41

with important refinements by Verheijet al.38 and Anger
et al.,42 relates the energy of the desorbing molecules to t
angular distribution using a simple model for the interactio
of the desorbing molecules with the surface phonons. Fo
cos9~uf! angular distribution, this model predicts that th
slope of^E& vs Ts will be 6kb , which is still not as steep as
the observedTs dependence.

D. Surprisal analysis

In one sense, the failure of these very simple models
reproduce the data are expected. They are based on o
dimensional barriers and consider only translational ener
CO2 may not be well represented by a structureless partic
it is probably formed in a bent configuration on the surfac
with considerable energy released in internal modes as w
as translation. In the absence of a simple model, the fi
question to be answered is how much information can ac
ally be extracted from the velocity and angular distribution
Are the observed velocity distributions at different temper
tures and angles the result of complicated interactions
tween internal and translational modes of the molecules a
surface phonons, or is there a model involving only a fe
aspects of the PES which will account for the data? On
more practical level, how many independent parameters c
we derive from the measured distributions?

Surprisal analysis is a standard tool for answering the
questions which has been extensively used in studies of
phase dynamics, and it has also been used to analyze vi
tional energy distributions in CO and CO2 from oxidation of
C and CO on Pt.43,44 There are excellent explanations in
textbooks45 and review articles on the subject46,47 and the
specifics of applying surprisal analysis to angular48 and
velocity49 distributions have been discussed previously
only the primary result will be presented here.

The functional form for the ‘‘most random’’ possible dis
tribution subject to some~small! number of constraints is

f m~ i !5 f 0~ i !expF2(
n

lnAn~ i !G , ~9!

where f m( i ) is the measured distribution, theln are the sur-
prisal parameters, theAn are the constrained variables, an
f 0( i ) is the ‘‘prior’’ distribution, the most random possible
distribution in the absence of any constraint. Another use
quantity is the information content of the distribution, o
‘‘surprisal’’ which is defined as

I ~ i !52 lnF f m~ i !

f 0~ i !
G5l1A11l2A21••• . ~10!

If a particular measured distribution can be defined by
single parameter, a plot of its surprisal vsi will be linear.

To apply surprisal analysis, one must choose a prior d
tribution and make an educated guess about the constra
For the case of molecules desorbing from a surface, a logi
choice for the prior distribution is that which arises from
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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‘‘equilibrium’’ desorption, where the desorbing molecules
have accommodated at the surface temperature,

f ~v !5Nv3 cos~u f !expS 2mv2

2kbTs
D . ~11!

Given that the angular distributions of product CO2 are
peaked along the surface normal, and that the translatio
energies are greater than the surface temperature, there m
be some constraint onuf and also on the velocity or energy.
Determining the form of the constraint is a matter of trial an
error, looking for the particular form which gives the sur
prisal plot which may be fit with the fewest parameters. Su
prisal plots for the TOF spectrum atTs5500 K, uf50°, and
uO;0.1 ML ~with the thermal fraction subtracted! are shown
in Fig. 12. In the top panel, the constrained parameter is t
velocity and in the bottom panel it is the energy; clearly,
constraint on the velocity gives a linear surprisal. Surpris
plots of the angular distribution of the intensity of the high
energy peak atTs5500 K anduO;0.1 ML are shown in Fig.
13. In the top panel the constrained parameter is cos~uf! and
in the bottom panel it is cos2~uf!, corresponding to con-
straints on the normal velocity and the normal energy. Bo
of the surprisal plots of the angular distribution are close
linear; on trying to fit the distributions, however, we found
that only cos~uf! came close to reproducing the data. Con
straints on cos~uf! and the velocity suggestv cos~uf!, the
normal velocity, as the constraint defining the velocity an

FIG. 12. Surprisal plot of the velocity distribution measured withTs5500
K, uO; 0.1 ML, anduf50°. The Maxwell–Boltzmann distributed part of
the distribution has been subtracted, and the intensities are flux correc
but the ionizer broadening has not been deconvoluted out. The solid line
a linear fit to the data.
o. 15, 15 October 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6686 Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
angular distributions. The functional form this result implie
is, using Eq.~9! and dropping the negative in the exponent
l is positive,

f ~v,u f !5N1f 0~v,u f !exp@lv cos~u f !#1N2f 0~v,u f !,
~12!

where the second term is included to account for the th
mally distributed CO2. This form fits our TOF distributions
very well; examples atTs5500 K andTs5600 K are shown
in Figs. 14 and 15. Note that only three parameters
needed to fit all of the TOF distributions at a given tempe
ture and coverage;N1, N2, andl do not depend on desorp
tion angle. In contrast, the parameters of the shifted Bo
manns with which we fit these distributions before we
angle dependent—we needed 16 parameters to fit the da
Fig. 14.

The aspect of the dynamics that we are most interes
in illuminating, however, is the temperature dependence.l is
plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 16. There is so
scatter in the data, some of which is due to the difficulty
reproducing the same oxygen coverage at differentTs , but
there is no clear trend withTs . One way to gauge the impor
tance of the scatter is to look at the average energies
dicted by a constant value ofl as a function of temperature
This is shown, along with theuO;0.1 ML data, in Fig. 17;

FIG. 13. Surprisal plots of the angular distribution of the intensity of t
high energy CO2 peak forTs5500 K anduO;0.1 ML. Solid lines are linear
fits to the data.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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the value ofl is 68.3ms/cm, just a simple average over all o
the uO;0.1 ML points in Fig. 16. Although the data are no
reproduced exactly with a constant value ofl, the slope of
^E& vs Ts is 8.5kb , very close to the experimental value
Essentially, all of the dynamics of the ‘‘fast’’ CO2 at uO;0.1
ML, for Ts5475 K–700 K and the entire angular range, c
be condensed into a single parameter. Although the ac
potential energy surface is at least nine dimensional~and has
many more dimensions when the surface degrees of free
are considered! either the thermal averaging or the dom
nance of a single feature of the PES results in velocity d
tributions which are sensitive only to a single parameter
constraint on the value of the velocity in the direction norm
to the surface,v cos~uf!.

For surface temperatures greater than 700 K, the C2
signal is too small to measure the TOF spectra at large
sorption angles, and thus it is difficult to determine the re
tive intensities of the thermal and high energy componen
Without this information, it is not possible to obtain a uniqu
fit to Eq. ~12! to determine the value ofl. However, the fact
that the average energy is decreasing more slowly with s
face temperature indicates that, if the velocity distributio
may still be fit to Eq.~12!, l must decrease. This may indi
cate that at such high temperatures, we are approaching
limit where everything on the surface has a high probabil
of reacting.

The surprisal form in Eq.~12! also fits the data at highe
oxygen coverage, at least for the range where we have
ficient data to determine the relative intensities of the hi
energy and thermal components. The values for the surp
parameter foruO;0.25 ML, anduO;0.3 ML are also plotted
in Fig. 16. The scatter in the values of the surprisal parame
is more severe than for theuO;0.1 ML data, due in part to
lower signal and greater difficulties in reproducing the sa
coverages at different surface temperatures. In general, it
pears thatl increases with increasing oxygen coverage.

E. Interpretation of the constraint

One drawback of surprisal analysis is that, by itself,
does not provide a physical model for the dynamics. All
the physical insight that it yields is in the constraints th
must be applied to fit the distributions. However, it als
yields the important fact that only one independent para
eter can be determined from the data. Therefore, while
data may be fit with a model containing many adjustab
parameters, the fit will not be unique, and more than o
parameter cannot be determined unambiguously.

The most straightforward interpretation of the da
comes from the application of detailed balance, which sta
that, for a system at equilibrium, the desorbing flux must
identical to the adsorbing flux,50 so that the sticking coeffi-
cient as a function of velocity and desorption angle is giv
by

e

s~v,u f !5
velocity distribution of desorbing molecules

velocity distribution of a gas atTs incident on the surface
} exp@lv cos~u f !#1constant. ~13!
No. 15, 15 October 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



FIG. 14. TOF spectra atTs5500 K, uO;0.1 ML; fits are to the surprisal form in Eq.~12!.
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The constant term corresponds to the thermal fraction of
desorbing CO2, and the probability of an incident CO2 dis-
sociating to form adsorbed carbon monoxide and oxygen
creases exponentially with increasing normal veloc
Clearly, this dependence cannot hold at all velocities, si
the sticking coefficient must be less than or equal to one,
it holds in the energy range observed for the desorbing C2,
;200–350 meV. This is a very steep dependence of
sticking coefficient on the energy; for H2/Pt~111!, for ex-
ample,S@E cos2~uf!#}@E cos2~uf!#

2.38

The energy dependence of the sticking coefficient is
quently interpreted in terms of a distribution of barri
heights in a one-dimensional potential.51,52 If there is only a
single path through the PES which leads to dissociative
sorption, then there is a single barrier, and the sticking co
ficient will be a step function in the energy. If there a
multiple reaction paths, each will have its own barrier heig
and, generally, one expects there to be more possible pat
reaction at higher energies. Formally, this distribution of b
rier heights is defined by the equation@see Ref. 51 and Eq
~4! of Ref. 52#
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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S~E!5E
0

E

s~E8!dE8. ~14!

Restating this in differential form and plugging in the energy
dependence of the sticking coefficient from Eq.~13! yields

s~E!5
dS

dE
}

l

2AE
exp~lAE! ~15!

for this system. Extracting any information about the poten
tial surface that creates this distribution of barrier height
requires more assumptions. If the PES can be represented
a two dimensional surface, the transition state is a sadd
point, ands (E) is related to the width of the channel at the
transition state. More precisely, it should be the arc length o
the cross section of the saddle perpendicular to the reacti
path. From the standard formula for the arc length,

s~E!dE5dS5A~dx!21~dE!2
No. 15, 15 October 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



FIG. 15. TOF spectra atTs5600 K, uO;0.1 ML; fits are to the surprisal form in Eq.~12!.
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5A11S dxdED 2, ~16!

wherex is some variable, or combination of variables, in th
geometry of the reaction; it could be the length of a carbo
oxygen bond, or the bond angle, or some other parame

FIG. 16. Temperature dependence of the surprisal parameter,l. Filled
circles,uO;0.1 ML; open circles,uO;0.25 ML; squares,uO;0.3 ML.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subject
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Equations~16! and~17! relate the energy dependence of the
sticking coefficient to the local shape of the PES. Explicitly
this may be stated

dx

dE
5AS dSdED 221. ~17!

This formula may be integrated to give the shape of th
saddle point which is consistent with a givenS(E). It is only
valid for limited energy ranges; for large energies wher
S(E) levels off, it clearly cannot hold. However, its predic-
tions for the local geometry are reasonable. IfS(E) looks
like a step function,E(x) increases steeply; the PES near th
transition state is a narrow channel with steep sides, a
proaching the one dimensional limit where is there is only
single possible reaction path. IfS(E) increases over a large
energy range, the calculatedE(x) varies more slowly, so that
increasing the energy opens up many new paths for the r
action.

Dissociative sticking of CO2 ~and hence CO oxidation!
fall into the latter category.E(x) for the average values ofl
obtained foruO;0.1 ML, uO;0.25 ML, anduO;0.3 ML are
shown in Fig. 18. The same values for the pre-exponenti
No. 15, 15 October 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6689Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
and the barrier height~the lowest possible energy at whic
the reaction may occur! are assumed at all three coverage
As expected, the potentials for the higher coverages v
more slowly, so that higher energy CO2 has a much higher
sticking probability. Figure 18 is interesting primarily in tha
it suggests a second possible interpretation of the cover
dependence of the dynamics. Instead of destabilizing
transition state, as suggested in the last section, the hig
oxygen coverage could give rise to higher energy CO2 by
changing the shape of the potential.

Attempting to interpret the distribution of barrier heigh
in this way is clearly open to question. The most importa
objection is that the PES may not be well represented b
two dimensional surface; if more dimensions must be tak
into account,s(E) is related to a volume in the potentia
space, and the problem becomes much more complica
Another difficulty is that the information yielded is very lim
ited. Nothing whatever may be inferred about the shape
the barrier along the reaction coordinate. The all importa
geometric variable which is perpendicular to the reaction c

FIG. 17. Comparison of measured average energies foruO;0.1 ML, uf50°
~open circles! with those calculated withl568.3, independent ofTs ~filled
circles!. Solid line is a linear fit to the data, as in Fig. 9. Dashed line is
linear fit to the calculated values which gives^E& ~meV!58.5 kbTs2139.9
meV.

FIG. 18. Comparison of integrated potentials from Eq.~17! for uO;0.1 ML
~solid line!, uO;0.25 ML ~dashed line!, and uO;0.3 ML ~short-dashed
line!. The constant of integration, which corresponds to the lowest poss
barrier in the translational degree of freedom, has been arbitrarily set to
meV for all three coverages.x50 represents the ‘‘equilibrium’’ position of
x, the value ofx for which the energy is lowest. For negativex, the potential
is expected to increase steeply.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬14¬Sep¬2004¬to¬143.106.6.126.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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ordinate is also unknown. The reaction probability is a fun
tion of the normal velocity and a great deal of energy wind
up in translation which both suggest a barrier relatively f
from the surface~i.e., an early barrier for dissociative stick
ing and a late barrier for CO2 formation!. Thus the reaction
coordinate might be expected to roughly parallel to the s
face normal. The geometry of the transition state is u
known, but is probably bent and bound to the surface eith
through a single oxygen or the carbon and an oxyg
atom.53,54 It may also carry a partial negative charge—th
CO2

2 ion is known to dissociate readily into CO and O on K
doped Rh surfaces55 and is a reasonable guess for an inte
mediate. In short, there are plenty of possible candidates
a second crucial geometric parameter, and the current d
provide no way to pick one.

Another possibility suggested by the exponential depe
dence ofS(E) is that tunneling may play some role in stick
ing and dissociation. A model based on tunneling through
parabolic barrier will not fit the data, because it yields a
exponential dependence of the sticking coefficient onv2,
which is too steep, but tunneling through a square barr
gives about the right slope ofS vs v cos~uf! and actually
does fit the data fairly well at low energies. A square barri
model, of course, involves two parameters, the height of t
barrier and the width. In order to determine both, it is ne
essary to incorporate more information—ideally the absolu
value of the dissociative sticking probability of CO2. We
looked for dissociative sticking of CO2 and did not observe
any, even at incident energies of 430 meV. The sticking pro
ability has been measured at high pressures of CO2 and H2 ~1
Torr CO2, 100 Torr H2! by Goodmanet al.;

56 for Ts5470 K
under these conditions, the sticking coefficient is;1028. Pa-
rameters for a square barrier can be found which give t
value for the sticking coefficient and fit our TOF data; the
are 810 meV for the barrier height and 0.058 Å for the ba
rier width. Such a narrow barrier width is difficult to justify
physically; in comparison, the width of a parabolic barrie
needed to fit methane dissociation on Ni~111! is ;0.4 Å.57

Such a tall thin barrier corresponds to an extremely steep,
very realistic potential, so this simple model suggests tunn
ing is not playing a very large role.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the velocity distributions of CO2 as a
function of desorption angle, surface temperature, and o
gen coverage. Using a postcrystal chopper and continu
beams of CO and oxygen allow these measurements to
made under steady-state conditions; constant CO and oxy
coverages and constant surface temperature. We have fo
that both the angular and velocity distributions appear to
bimodal. One component is well characterized by Maxwel
Boltzmann velocity distributions at the surface temperatu
and a cosine angular distribution. The second componen
non-Boltzmann, with energies much greater than expec
for molecules which have equilibrated with the surface, a
an angular distribution sharply peaked toward normal. T
average energy of the high energy peak increases slowly w
oxygen coverage. The average energy of the high ene
peak is a very strong function of surface temperature. At
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6690 Colonell, Gibson, and Sibener: Carbon monoxide oxidation on Rh(111)
oxygen coverage of 0.1 ML and desorption angle of 0°,
increases with a slope of 8.7kb between 450 and 700 K,
more than four times the slope expected for molecules
commodated on the surface. At higher oxygen coverages,
slope is even larger.

Surprisal analysis of the high energy component sho
that, for temperatures below 700 K andu O;0.1 ML, the
velocity and angular distributions may be characterized by
single constraint on the normal velocity,v cos~uf!. Although
the system is a very complex one, the dynamics of the hi
energy peak at this coverage and in this temperature ra
may be described by a single parameter; the predictions co
ing from this model provide a global, quantitative descriptio
of the data. The results are similar at higher coverages,
with different values of the surprisal parameter. A knowledg
of the internal states is necessary for a complete interpre
tion, but direct application of detailed balance to this resu
suggests that the sticking coefficient of CO2 on Rh~111! in-
creases exponentially with normal velocity. This energy d
pendence of the sticking coefficient may be interpreted a
rapid increase in the distribution of barrier heights with e
ergy, corresponding to a wide, shallow channel in the pote
tial energy surface near the transition state.
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